Hospitality Pathways

- CERTIFICATE III IN HOSPITALITY – SIT30616
- CERTIFICATE IV IN HOSPITALITY – SIT40416
- DIPLOMA OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT – SIT50416
- ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT – SIT60316
- BACHELOR OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT – HETHTHM

**CERTIFICATE III IN HOSPITALITY SIT30616**

Entry Requirements: None

Career outcomes:
- This qualification provides a pathway to work in organisations such as restaurants, hotels, motels, clubs, pubs, cafés, and coffee shops. This qualification allows for multiskilling and for specialisation in accommodation services, food and beverage and gaming.
- Possible job titles include:
  - Espresso coffee machine operator
  - Food and beverage attendant
  - Front desk receptionist
  - Front office assistant
  - Function attendant
  - Function host
  - Gaming attendant
  - Guest service agent
  - Housekeeper
  - Restaurant host
  - Senior bar attendant
  - Waiter

**CERTIFICATE IV IN HOSPITALITY SIT40416**

Entry Requirements: None

Career outcomes:
- This qualification provides a pathway to work as a supervisor in hospitality organisations such as restaurants, hotels, motels, clubs, pubs, cafés, and coffee shops. This qualification allows for multiskilling and for specialisation in accommodation services, food and beverage, and gaming.
- Possible job titles include:
  - Bar supervisor or team leader
  - Concierge
  - Duty manager
  - Food and beverage supervisor or team leader
  - Front office supervisor or team leader
  - Housekeeping supervisor or team leader
  - Gaming supervisor or team leader
  - Shift manager

**DIPLOMA OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SIT50416**

Entry Requirements: None

Career outcomes:
- Banquet or function manager
- Bar manager
- Café manager
- Chef de cuisine
- Chef pâtissier
- Club manager
- Executive housekeeper
- Front office manager
- Gaming manager
- Kitchen manager
- Motel manager
- Restaurant manager
- Sous chef
- Unit manager catering operations

**ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SIT60316**

Entry Requirements: None

Career outcomes:
- Area manager or operations manager
- Café owner or manager
- Club secretary or manager
- Executive chef
- Executive housekeeper
- Executive sous chef
- Food and beverage manager
- Head chef
- Motel owner or manager
- Rooms division manager

**BACHELOR OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT HETHTHM**

Entry Requirements: None

Career outcomes:
- Management and supervisory positions in event and tourism industry enterprises or operations
- These include event management companies, local councils, state government and regional tourism associations, hotels, motels or restaurant enterprises in a wide range of front-line management professions such as food and beverage, reservations, functions, sales and marketing, winery related enterprises including accommodation, sales and marketing, food and beverage, restaurant or cellar door operations
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